
Solar Bakery Launched in Haiti 

New York City, 06 Jan 2015 — Lorin Symington just returned 
from Haiti where he worked with and trained a local team  
of artisans to build the GoSol solar oven in collaboration 
with Haiti Communitere, a local NGO.  
The result is a groundbreaking, high-powered, low-cost 
solar bakery built entirely with materials available in Haiti. 
Nothing but sunlight is needed to bake delicious foods,  
and sunlight is one thing Haitians have to spare. 

Lorin, a Canadian, is an unabashed “help save the world” social-
tech-adventurer who has built solar cookers and ovens in over ten countries. 

“The creation of this GoSol solar oven in Haiti marks a watershed moment in the deployment 
of our technology for artisan construction. We’re out of the R&D phase for our artisanal 
designs. The builders, the tech, the ease of use, the applications, the follow-through partners, 
and the all-important business model have all hit the mark,” Lorin says. 

ABOUT GOSOL  
GoSol is a startup developing engineering services and products for industrial solar 
concentration. We also develop our tech to support humanitarian projects that  
can use our technology. “We had a window of opportunity to go to Haiti and build an oven 
with local artisans at Haiti Communitere, so we did,” says Eva Wissenz, CEO at GoSol. “Lorin 
left a couple of weeks later and what he did in ten days with our local partners is incredible.” 

WHY HAITI? 
Haiti is almost completely deforested  
due to the use of wood and charcoal as cooking fuel.  

“Imagine a high power solar concentrator that  
can be made in Haiti with locally available materials 
by the vibrant artisan community at a reasonable 
cost. Viable solar powered business could  
be the quickest way to transform the Haitian 
economy and enable sustainable energy access  
for all,” explains Lorin. “That’s my motivation.” 
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Our mission is to make solar concentrators as ubiquitous, common, obvious and more useful 
than the biomass fires that over two billion people currently rely on.  — Lorin Symington“



SOLAR BAKERY RESULTS 
• Lorin worked with the Haitian led NGO Haiti 

Communitere and local artisans. 

• The solar concentrator is 38 square feet  of mirror 
to heat an oven to more than 450°F. 

• Take off the oven and you get a stove-top which 
can boil two gallons of water in 30 minutes, 
delivering an effective power output of roughly 
two kilowatts. 

• This solar cooker can cook for 20 people  
in two hours and works for 6-8 hours in Haiti  
on a sunny day. 

“This oven costs roughly 500 USD in materials,” Lorin continues. “Costs will come down but 
already payback is possible in under six months which is a cost-benefit proposition that can 
work for Haitian entrepreneurs, once results are proven.” 

WHAT'S NEXT? 
To prove the solar bakery business model in Haiti, GoSol is supplying the seed capital while 
Haiti Communitere provides project facilitation to support two Haitian startups: a solar bakery 
and, in parallel, solar tech-support and construction. 

To spread the technology as widely as possible we are working with partners around  
the world and are preparing a crowdfunding campaign to take things to the next level. 

Lorin is currently passing through NYC, using his time there to build a solar cooker  
in the Big Apple, “The sun never sleeps; the world just keeps spinning.” Next stop is Africa  
to work with partners to jump-start the process there. 
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Watch the Haiti movie (1:42 mins): http://youtu.be/U25BZRWp0co !
More pictures of the Haiti adventure can be found in our press section: 
http://www.gosol.org/spip.php?page=7e4387d5fc2a4a97b0886181605443f4 !
Contact Lorin for an interview or more information: 
Lorin Symington 
+1 (347) 866.6079 
lorin.symington@gosol.org 
www.gosol.org !
GoSol Media Contact 
Eva Wissenz 
eva.wissenz@gosol.org
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